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Our transition in 2021

Change is in the air

Positive results

2021 was a year with continued uncertainty and

Some of the 2021 highlights of our work can be

structural measures against COVID-19. It wasn’t

found in this annual report. I am especially

easy to continue ‘screen working’ for such a long

proud of the increasing number of partners who

time. Fortunately, it felt like something we did

have decided to join us on our mission, a steep

together. We stayed positive and dealt with the

43% rise in 2021, and their active involvement in

changing situation in a constructive manner.

the network, communities, and initiatives. I see

and what we are aiming for

I look back on a memorable 2021 for Foodvalley NL
and our game changing partners. It was the

rst

full year in our new role as an organisation
working to accelerate the transition of the global
food system, and it turned out to be a dynamic

enormous potential deriving from the gobal

year. A year in which we rolled out our strategy,
started and further built upon our initiatives,
enlarged the involvement of our partners,
increased visibility in our new role, and continued
to strengthen and build the team and the
organisation. We have done an enormous amount
of sowing. And had some interesting successes
along the way.

We also experienced increased attention and

cross-sectoral cooperation on the uptake of

increasing action on various transitions, circular,

personalised nutrition to tackle malnutrition and

climate, and food. There is a lot of movement all

obesity. We experience a mindset change in

around us, we seem to be living not only in an

relation to the sharing of research and pilot

era of change, but also in change of an era*.

facilities amongst organisations in the ecosystem.

2021 was a year in which our vision, a

The shared facility

sustainable food system for all, got ample

working well. We launched a unique programme,

traction. Fires in Greece,

Fastlane, that supports promising ventures to

oods in the Dutch

nder concept proofs to be

province of Limburg and the COP26. The

prepare for a series

problems, the urgency as much as the solutions

community, with 110+ partners, stands together

and opportunities that derive from those events

stronger than ever. An inspiring journey so far,

are suddenly in full view.

with much more to come. You can read more

nancing. The Protein

about this in ‘Continuing in 2022’
*Jan Rotman’s, embrace Chaos

Everyone involved

The year ahead

focus, guide

For the system to change, we need everyone. Due

With most people in the right place, a stable

and connect

to current events, we see an increasing number

organisation, and the direction set, it is now time to

of people wanting to contribute and take part.

allow what has been sown to grow, for it to be

Change as such has proven to function as a

harvested in 2022, 2023 and beyond. I want to

catalyst for our work; it sparked new and

conclude with a warm thank you to our Foodvalley

innovative ideas, enhanced cooperation and

partners around the world who we get to work with

stimulated unlikely partnerships.

every day. To the team, for their commitment, drive
and positive energy. I especially want to thank the
province of Gelderland for their vision for change
and generous and remarkable support. For the
bene

t of the food system; in the province, The

Netherlands and far beyond.

Our task is, throughout and beyond the chain, to bring
the right parties together and support and accelerate
those innovations that have most impact. We are doing
this together with a multitude of partners, and a clear
focus on Food & Health, Circular Agrifood and Protein
Shift.

In our role as transition catalyst, we set the agenda,

guide and connect. Our innovation support arranges for
coaching and mentoring to entrepreneurs, stimulates
global connections and talent development, and provides

Marjolein Brasz, Managing Director Foodvalley NL

access to shared testing facilities.
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New parters total
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.
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Startlife

2021

Type of

Total number

organisations

of partners

78

-

35

New start ups

30

New partners located outside NL

40

New The Proctein Community partners

100

Number of organisations we collaborated with

277

Total number of partners

Focus areas

.

Partners can be active in multiple focus areas

We created a tool to find and share research
equipment

,

facilities

,

and technologies

.

Shaping facilities is a proven method for
companies and institutions to maximize

.

productivity and accelerate innovation This is
an initiative by Foodvalley NL and Wageningen
Leice Stellaris CSLN

University

&

.

Research

Media

Signi

cant increase of

income due to a growing

Financial overview
In

2021

number of partners

Foodvalley NL continued to ramp up activities following its

repositioning in

2020.
(888.866

underutilised funds

.

)

euro

which was added to the

budget The funding was spent for the larger part in

285.994

20%
2021

The financier allowed for a transfer of

euro brought into

2022.

with

€

888.866

added to the
2021 budget

Other income has increased

significantly due to a growing number of partners
euro was added to the reserves

2021

of

.

,

of which

41.495

Spending shifted from external

hiring of staff towards deployment of colleagues

.

€

41.495

added to the
reserves

30

Our Team

people work at
Foodvalley NL

What we stand for
2021

proved to be a dynamic year for the

team too . Where we started with a larger
share of contractors , throughout the year,
we employed people in crucial roles . This
is to allow for a strong core team, close
relations with our partners and to show
long- term commitment. We put a lot of
effort into living our core values ; personal ,
professional , togetherness , continuous
learning and development, and positivity.

Our game changing board
The board is diverse, committed , and ambitious. Individually,
the board members are frontrunners in their own field , and
with their experience, networks, and vision we develop our
organisation, keep focus, and assure that we stay ahead of
the curve.

Maud
Hulshof

Rens Buchwaldt
Yvonne
Rooijakkers

Marjolein Verkerk
Edith Schippers

(Chairman)
Arjen van Tunen

Peter
Drenth

Serpil Tascioglu

Listening to
our partners

Just before the summer we asked Motivation to conduct a survey

amongst a diverse group of partners on how they view us and

whether our added value was clear and appealing to them. And the

answers were clear: our proposition was indeed what they were

looking for. However, our partners were also longing for more clarity

on what we actually do at Foodvalley and more specifically what

Foodvalley could do for them. For the second half of the year, we fine

tuned our propositions. From being a network organisation to an

organisation working on the transition (with a fixed agenda ) with a

large network. We decided to open our network to all organisations

that support our vision and mission. We developed innovation

breeding grounds, so called communities. Those Communities are

We decided to open

safe places where people innovate on specific topics jointly with

our network to all

others, often unlikely partners from different sectors.

organisations that
support our vision
and mission
The cross sectorial
collaboration for the uptake
of personalised nutrition was
one of the successes of

2021.

What partners say
Marc Arts

Collaboration provides

GreenFood50

credibility
Jeroen Wouters
Foodvalley NL

“The collaboration with Foodvalley NL provides immediate credibility

for us,” CEO, Marc Arts recalls. “And of course, as a start-up , we

alone can never have generated so much exposure without the

Foodvalley’s support. We were able to establish ties with a major

sports nutrition party in England that has since sourced all quinoa in

their products from us.” Global Connections Lead , Jeroen Wouters

recalls; “With our guidance the quinoa was introduced to the

market. in the second year of our partnership , we visited relevant

connections together and the concept won an international award ,

in the third year Marc introduced his first product samples and by

the fourth year, through our network he had built a supplier

relationship with an international customer. That, of course, is

wonderful to see.”

Jeroen Willemsen

Innovation and upscaling

Foodvalley NL

Opportunities always come with challenges. Although Mike

Maduro, from Freggies, had developed a good product and knew

how to convince his audience, he did not have any experience

producing large volumes. While looking for a suitable manufacturer,

he found Foodvalley NL, which turned out to be a crucial step . “I was

looking for a company with a network in the food business and ,

more importantly, in the area of innovation and upscaling . A

network with access to the right manufacturers who were open to

thinking along with a start-up .” Jeroen Willemsen on Freggies: “It is

not enough to believe in the products, you have to believe in the

person who makes them. Only personalities like Mike’s, who can

change the people around him, will enable us to reach our goal to

supply

10

billion people in

2050

with healthy and sustainable food .”

Mike Maduro
Freggies

Highlights

The Dutch Protein Farmers unite
.

The Dutch Protein Farmers is the first initiative of its kind to focus

The protein transition is well under way Increasingly more food
is made of plant proteins

.

,

However more is needed

.

on local protein crops

Alternative

and

proteins are now rarely grown on our own soil and raw materials
are sourced from abroad

.

,

.

experienced protein farmers from the different provinces

,

The approach has the potential to in future

Foodvalley NL is convinced that the

.

for other countries

protein and circular transition can reinforce one another The

"These farmers want appreciation for

It involves cooperation between local

.

,

.

their efforts and also hope for

serve as a blueprint

financial support to test new
varieties, scale up cultivation and

local or regional cultivation and use of raw materials is the key to
success

.

The farmers grow both conventional and organic crops and up
to four different protein crops

Innovation lead Jeroen Willemsen and Jolijn Zwart
founded the Dutch Protein Farmers in

2021

Ekoboerderij De Lingehof in Gelderland

,

–

chickpea

van Kessel

.

,

:

soya

,

,

crucial in this. Farmers think in terms

Also in this unique cooperation farmers share yields

and risks so that they are less dependent on their own harvest

together with

yield

Proeflab Wageningen

.

.

Foodvalley coaches

,

guides

,

of cultivation and harvest years. 2030

and assists in order to turn

and the Short Chain Taskforce foundation The Dutch Protein

The Dutch Protein Farmers into an organisation that will

Farmers work together to implement the National Protein

contribute to a circular protein transition

.

increase yields. A long -term vision is

,

field bean lupin and

seems far away, but for the farmer it

.

is 'only' eight sowing and harvesting

Strategy By creating greater awareness of protein crops and
establishing connections with processors
and consumers

,

,

producers

,

-

With the Dutch Protein Farmers of the Netherlands

end users

explicitly seeks political support

they aim to set up an earnings model with fair

prices for farmers and other chain parties

.

:

,

years away. Time to get moving ."

Jeroen

Jeroen Willemsen
Innovation Lead
Protein Shift

The Fastlane to growth
Fastlane is a programme designed to support promising ventures in expediting their journey towards a big series A
investment round

Jonathan Teoh

.

The selected companies are given access to experts and coaching

,

and what makes the programme

unique is that the guidance is fully tailored to the challenges an individual company faces in terms of growth and
development

Lead

.

There is hardly any support for companies in this phase

and degree of impact that these companies can have

,

.

,

while the phase of growth is crucial for the speed

-

In the early start up phase

,

there is a lot of support for companies

.

,

but as soon as there is any prospect of growth an entrepreneur is expected to do it by himself We believe that if we want

Entrepreneurship

,

.

to accelerate the food transition we have to assure that more companies and entrepreneurs scale faster The most critical

,

point is when an innovation is actually exposed to the market and starts to grow help is needed there

,

.

Foodvalley NL ScaleUpNation and InvestNL joined forces and chose to focus on innovative protein pioneers for the first

.

year To meet the protein demand scaling in production is very much needed

.

Rival Foods

Nieuwe Melkboer were amongst the selected for the Protein Fastlane Programme

2021.

,

Willicroft

,

Grassa and De

Their experiences with this intensive coaching programme:
“ The programme has

“One -size -fits-all is outdated

“ The programme gets you out

exceeded expectations. The

and no longer works for

of your own bubble and forces

experts help you to focus, to

companies in this phase . This

you to think more widely than

prioritise and to make the

programme offers the

your own perspective .”

choices so you can grow as

possibility of tailor-made

an organisation over the long

coaching and experts. And

term.”

that is very valuable .”

Facilities at your finger tips
,

From fundamental research to market launch many

“We are making the range of

innovation processes fail or slow down due to lack of
facilities

:

facilities widely known and findable ,

a testing or pilot facility is often too capital

,

intensive for an individual organisation there are time
constraints

,

and

/

thereby unlocking the full potential

or experience and knowledge is lacking

regarding the type of facility required

.

of our ecosystem. My ambition is to

Rapid

change the current mindset –

breakthrough innovations are essential to change the
food system and at the same time

,

we know that

worldwide our partners own a wide variety of facilities
which are not all in continuous use

,

.

,

keeping what you have for yourself
– to one of generous sharing with

For this reason

Foodvalley NL together with Wageningen University

,

,

&

other partners in our ecosystem.”

Research started mapping facilities and built a
matchmaking engine

.

Foodvalley NL used its knowledge

.

Petra Roubos

,

Lead Shared Facilities

and network to set this up quickly What makes it unique

,

is that you can find and share a facility and if the facility
is not available

,

More than

we look at the possibilities for

investments in and financing of new facilities

60

pilot facilities and

300

pieces of advanced

research equipment can be found via the Shared facility

.

,

finder in which all phases of the innovation process are
represented

:

from research and product development to

,

.

demonstration upscaling and production

Petra Roubos
Lead Shared
Facilities

Making it personal
When it comes to nutrition and health everyone is different

.

dynamic digital platforms
Food

,

where mass market consumers

can find information and intrinsic motivation that suit each

’

that seems to have no effect on one person could potentially

.

and everyone s personal goals

lead to illness or disease for another Personalised nutrition holds

.

tremendous potential to improve human health as it puts the
consumer in control of a healthier lifestyle

,

.

multidisciplinary innovation is needed

growth the field and its possibilities had yet to be clearly
described and a consensus definition of the term

”

nutrition to be developed

.

,

when Foodvalley NL together with

countries and

37

“

.

That is

53

was organised

,

stakeholders from

.

17

personalised nutrition As an independent organisation we were

.

able to bring all the relevant stakeholders together A unique
collaboration between national and international companies

,

,

,

data companies

,

,

education

and research insurance and investment corporates to NGOs
and government

.

Innovation lead

,

Judith van der Horst

:

until October

organisations published a position paper on

from medical tech food producers

In December the first

multidisciplinary Personalised nutrition community meeting

personalised

The absence thereof was hindering

collaboration and progression on the topic

2021,

,
.

To realise the predicted future growth collaborative and
Despite exponential

.

,

“We will build this community by

guiding parties on defining direction,
process, content and pace . We will
be focusing on encouraging and
supporting successful business
models, creating dynamics to boost

,

Next to the business definition Foodvalley also initiated this
paper to define profitable business models

.

From data and IT

infrastructure to the scientific and legal framework needed at a

,

minimum it covers all the grounds as well as the challenges

.

related to health and sustainability Most of the growth in
personalised nutrition will occur in the segment of

innovations in science and big data.
Whilst building a connected,
supportive and knowledgeable
community.”

Judith van der
Horst
Innovation Lead
Food

What do youngsters want?

Dutch teenagers consume too little fruit and vegetables
We want to change this together with those teenagers

,

Foodvalley NL HortiHeroes

,

.

.

and Medical Delta Living Lab

VIT for Life joined forces in the Food Boost Challenge in July

2021.

These three partners have diverse networks and

together initiated a collaboration with
vocational schools

,

colleges

,

33

partners

and universities

.

,

,

from

along with

partners from the business community We challenged
young people to come up with their own ideas to make
healthier eating more attractive

.

We turn the chain around

and challenge innovative companies to develop new food
concepts

,

routes to market

,

apps

creation with these adolescents
a pitch event in

2022

.

,

-

and games in co

The challenge will result in

where potential investors can come

.

and taste the new concepts on an international platform

A second Food Boost Challenge
are in the making

.

,

,

led by DSM

and a third

They will have a similar approach but

focus on different topics and target groups

Par tners

.

,

&

Health

Continuing
in
Throughout

2022

2021

, the Foodvalley team introduced a

whole new array of initiatives to engage our partners in
the coming year(s ). In

2022

these initiatives will be further

developed, alongside the introduction of one new
community and the development of the existing ones .

A short overview
of what we have
in store for

2022

From farm to fork

European collaboration

Dutch high protein crops

In the summer 2021, we welcomed Jolijn Zwart-

Foodvalley NL is the leading partner of the Food

In 2021 we paved the way for a Green Deal

van Kessel to the Foodvalley team. In a short

Innovation Hub Europe (FIHE), which became

Protein Rich Crops for food. This initiative

time, she brought focus to Foodvalley’s e

operational in 2021. The aim of the FIHE is to

continues to build momentum, in preparation of

within the complex topic of Circular Agrifood. In

initiate collaboration and co-create innovation

signing at the Floriade followed by its

2021 the decision was made to focus on

initiatives to address continent-speci

implementation in 2022 and beyond. An initiative

Upcycling.

challenges. Together with public, private, and

led by Foodvalley, the Provinces, the Ministry of

civil society sector partners the World Economic

Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality, ZLTO, BO

A successful event on brewer’s spent grain,

Forum has sparked the development of Food

Akkerbouw, involving dozens of farmers and

attended by more than 160 participants around

Innovation Hubs worldwide. The European Food

organisations in the chain that are willing and

the world, proved that the ecosystem is ready to

Hub follows a multi-stakeholder approach with

able to increase the uptake of alternative Dutch

get involved. This year, Foodvalley NL will launch

participation by DSM, Rabobank, Topsector Agri-

high-protein crops.

a community on Upcycling where our partners

Food, Unilever, Wageningen University and

will continue the discussion, cooperate on a

Research and the Dutch Ministry of Agriculture,

We look forward to moving the Protein Shift to the

common goal, and direct us on what initiatives

Nature and Food Quality.

next phase in 2022, by developing more evidence

should get the focus in the near future.

challenge on personalised nutrition (Booster

illustrating that alternative proteins are ready to

2021), which resulted in the support of three

move from niche to critical mass thanks to new

successful multi-partner initiatives focused on

forms of cooperation throughout local production

obesity reduction using personalized nutrition

chains.

orts

Regenerative farming will also be an important
topic for Circular Agrifood in 2022. In a joint e

ort

with Imagine and EIT Food, Foodvalley NL has
been developing an EU funding scheme to
support the exploration of new regenerative
farming business models.

c

FIHE launched a global

approaches. This initiative will continue this year
in collaboration with EIT Food: The Personalised
Nutrition for All initiative (a call to action to
reduce malnutrition and obesity in Europe).

Digitalising our strengths

All through 2021 we developed a digital platform,
which will be launched in 2022. It will be a place
for exchanging information, for inspiration and
services as well as a space where our
communities can interact and grow.

2022

By the time this annual report goes to press, the devastating

An opportunity that we can and will take when we

invasion of the Ukraine has become a reality, followed by a

cooperate and share the risks as well as the gains amongst

war involving the world. Alongside the pandemic, and the

those involved.

various transitions, it is apparent that turbulent times will
continue for the next year( s) to come. Access to water, food,

We need everyone onboard, and no one left behind.

and energy are crucial for stable and flourishing societies. It

We are doing this together.

is therefore, now more than ever, important that our vision,

2022,

a sustainable food system for all, gets all the attention it so

In

desperately needs and deserves. There is an urgent need to

highest impact. We look forward to yet another dynamic

speed up innovation to increase food security, reduce water

year, with our dedicated team, the Board, and our partners,

usage and emissions, and to restore the soil and

from far away and close by.

we will continue to focus our efforts to ensure the

biodiversity. This provides ample opportunity for change, for
the better.

Partner up
We need everyone involved , from all walks of
life, across different fields.

Partner up with us and shape the future of
food together !

Foodvalley Par tners

Did you know that our

Foodvalley NL has been

partners come from the

around since

13

,
’,

different sectors

,

governments

from

2004

after

starting out in an old

.

bakery

ngo s

science and agri to retail

.

and tech industry

Did you

?

know

,
.

Our office is fully circular
with biobased materials

With this we practice what

Our focus at the start

internationally active

,

professor and professor at
Wageningen University
Research in

1999.

&

At that time

,

we were the first Foodvalley in

.

the world

!

Did you know that the first

30

former food

customers epitomised

Exercise during work is

walk

Hautvast

as launching

.

.

It is

common for us to meet

Foodvalley was created by Jo

we preach

are now nationally and

daily practice

Did you know that the name

:

,

was regionally and we

,

sometimes even

.

km a day

food company that ever

&

became a partner of
Foodvalley is still a partner
today

?

We are proud to

have NIZO on board

.

